
XINGU PRESENTATION 



25 years from its creation, Xingu is a global beer brand  

 Created in 1988 as an exotic premium black lager, Xingu Black is a 

very smooth and drinkable beer. 

 The Best Dark Beer in the World: Xingu was twice awarded Gold 

Medal by the Beverage Testing Institute, Chicago, and has been 

recognized internationally for its quality, drinkability and original 

flavor. 

 Xingu is exported worldwide to 20 countries (USA, Canada, 

Europe, Japan). 

 The beer was named after Xingu River in the Amazon Rainforest 

and since its inception Xingu has carried the vital Amazon 

preservation message. 

 In 2013 Xingu became a line of beers with the introduction of 

Xingu Gold, featuring floral aroma and drinkability. 

For the Adventurous, 
The Amazon Mystique 

World Beer 
Championships
Xingu: 91 pts, 
Exceptional 

Over 1,300 reviews 



Xingu Black: “A highly drinkable beverage” 

Consumer feeback: 

“It’s labeled ‘Black Beer’, but don’t let that scare 

you off. It actually drinks quite lite”, “Xingu has 

become my new favorite beer” 

“Smoothest black beer ever” 

“If I knew my wife was going to buy me a 6-pack 

of your beer for not smoking I would have quit 

long ago” 

“Very enjoyable for anytime”, “It’s the only thing 

I keep regularly on-hand”, “What a beautiful 

beer in a simple bottle” 

“I wish more of my peers knew of this” 

For the Adventurous, 
The Amazon Mystique 

World Beer 
Championships
Xingu: 91 pts, 
Exceptional 

Over 1,300 reviews 

 ABV: 4.6%  Bitterness: 19.5 IBU 



Xingu Gold: “Floral notes”, “Quite refreshing”, “Two rockstar hops”  

NELSON SAUVIN CASCADE 

Consumer feeback: 

“Fruity, fresh and tangy” 

“Floral perfume notes” 

“Very easy to drink” 

“Quite refreshing” 

“Two rockstar hops” (Nelson Sauvin 

and Cascade) 

 ABV: 4.7% 

 Bitterness: 22 IBU 



Xingu posters 

Xingu Gold Xingu Black 



current markets 

Xingu is currently sold in the US, Canada, UK, Ireland, Sweden, Finland, 
Denmark, Germany , France, Italy, Estonia, Japan, China, South Korea, 

Taiwan, Australia, Mexico and Brazil 

trademark protected 

Heineken buys Xingu’s rights in Brazil  In 
2001 Kaiser (now Heineken) licensed the 
brand in Brazil and in 2005 decided to acquire 
brand’s rights for the country.  



Prominent specialized media presence 



Prominent specialized media presence 



Xingu has a full range of POS materials 

sales sheets (brochures) 

coasters 

posters 

T-shirts glassware 

shelf talkers 



THANK YOU! 

Further information: 
Cesario de Mello Franco 

www.xingubeer.com 
+55 21 2499-4544 or +55 21 9-8757-3847 

Skype: cesariomf 
cesariomf@mac.com  


